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Blinds that follow the roof line



French Pinoleum Blinds

Fitting within the roof glazing bars

Shown here in Flatweave Grants Chatsworth colour. With

the blinds open.

The roof blinds stack unobtrusively above the cornice when

not required leaving the Orangery structure visible at all

times.

The window blinds have a visible stack close to the ceiling

when open.
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French Pinoleum Blinds

Fitting within the roof glazing bars

Shown here in Flatweave Grants Chatsworth colour with the

blinds closed on the roof and partially closed on the

windows.

The roof blinds stack unobtrusively above the cornice when

not required leaving the Orangery structure visible at all

times.

The window blinds have a visible stack close to the ceiling

when open.
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French Pinoleum Blinds

Fitting below the roof glazing bars

Shown here in Flatweave Grants Chatsworth colour.

The roof blinds shown here have solar reflective lining and

stack below the glazing bars when not required. Covering

the cornice when blinds are open.

The window blinds have a visible stack close to the ceiling

when open.

.
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French Pinoleum Blinds

Fitting below the roof glazing bars

Shown here in Flatweave Grants Chatsworth colour.

The roof blinds shown here have solar reflective lining and

stack below the glazing bars when not required. Covering

the cornice when blinds are open.

The window blinds have a visible stack close to the ceiling

when open.

.
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French Pinoleum Blinds

Wide range of finishes

Made using narrow strips of woven wood taken from

sustainable sources. The natural filtered light effect

together with it’s inherent insulation properties & suitability

for awkward shaped areas has made French Pinoleum the

perfect traditional choice for Garden Rooms.

These blinds are not affected by insect debris and will stay

looking good over a long period of time.

A feature of French Pinoleum is the open weave that

enables you to see out through the blind when lowered in

the day time, but at night time this will not offer full privacy.

• These blinds can be lined to provide privacy using a

Satine or Blackout Lining as required.

• To maximize performance these blinds can be Solar

Reflective lined reducing heat, glare & UV fading.

• Can be custom painted to any paint colour.

.
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French Pinoleum Blinds

Flatweave

A very popular weave woven from 4mm strips of wooden

veneers and supplied in a number of pre-painted Grants

colours, Natural & can be custom coloured to match or

contrast with the building.

.
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Denbeigh

Old Hardwick

Haddon Hall

Farmhouse Door

Chambery Grey

Chatsworth

Standard colours shown, samples available on request.



French Pinoleum Blinds

Roundweave

The original weave woven from 3mm circular sticks hand

pulled traditionally and supplied in natural weave as

standard but often custom painted to clients specific colour

requirements.
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French Pinoleum Blinds

Lining options

For maximum protection blinds can be lined using a solar

reflective lining (SRL) this will cut out the visibility through

the blind but will reduce heat and glare.

This still allows the visibility but covers the peace of mind of

doing the most that an open weave can do.
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Custom Finishing in any paint colour.

French Pinoleum blinds can be

painted to match any painted or

stained, shown below with

custom painted borders with

briad to match the border.

Where privacy or blackout is

required, Pinoleum can also be

Satine or Blackout lined.

As alternative to the SRL lining

the French Pinoleum Flatweave

can also be supplied with the

Solarwood® backing.




